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Allah is Al Awwal and no one is before Him. He is the goal and the ultimate goal 

for all of us. He is Dhahir that is no one is more apparent than Him and He is 

above everybody He is dhahir and He can see everyone and every body at the 

same time. There is no one more close to me than Allah. So we need to purify 

ourselves, we should be the same from inside and out. We are dealing with Allah 

in every single action that we do. If we are giving charity to someone then it goes 

to the hands of Allah before than person. You are not dealing with people 

(husband, wife, children) infact you are dealing with Allah. So you can not be bad 

with people who are bad and good with people who are good.  

 

Allah mentions in surah Israa the commands and then you know the good and 

bad of what Allah has revealed to us. When Allah tells you to be good to parents, 

when you should stay away from zinaa and don’t kill yourselves, don’t eat the 

money of orphans. There are soo many stuck points in our life then we need to 

look at our lives that what wrong we are doing to see why are we getting stuck 

now, it can be because of our sins. This is because may be you are not fulfilling 

someone’s right and if you don’t have knowledge about something then you leave 

it and you don’t look more into it. So Allah is Al Awwal and Akhir and Dhahir and 

Batin so you need to wait for Allah to show you the truth. If there is something 

Allah wants to show you He will show you, you don’t have to run after it. Any 

wound that is closed for you from Allah, you keep it closed but heal it for me. No 

one can correct this for you. Then after the wound is healed then Allah will make 

it rich for you. Sometimes our sins come in between and it causes us not to get 

enriched. We should be surrounded by Allah Al Awwal before whom no one 

comes. Why will be people stuck at qantra? This is because of the rights of the 

people. So we ask Allah that don’t make us stuck anywhere.  

These names will give you the solution. Then Allah says that you walk proudly on 

earth where will you go with this pride? Maybe this is causing you to get stuck in 

this dunya. We need to learn to de clutter our life. Then Allah mentions about the 

people who are stuck even when they read Quran. May be something that we do 

is causing this stuckness. So its llike you say Ya Allah I am stuck so you get me out 

of this mess.  



That is why there is this sahaba who was forgiving everyone before sleeping then 

he wanted that no one gets stuck anywhere because of him and Allah made him 

go to Jannah straight.  

You will realize that you belong to Allah and you are surrounded from all sides 

with this Name Allah Al Awwal and Akhir.  

 

Now we will do Allah’s name Al Awwal  

Al Awwal  

In language it means that everyone follow Awwal. So linguistically others follow 

Awwal and they depend on Awwal. Its from Aulaa that is returned. The others will 

organize according to Him.if you see around what you have the origin of it is from 

Allah. So if you check from where you came it will be easy  

It will be used in four places: 

1) Time for e.g. you say that someone came first in terms of time.  

2) Authority. For e.g. your job is under someone so you respect them. If this 

person Is not there then nothing is there.  

3) place/. like in Dubai we say abu dhabi comes first then dubai then Sharja. so 

this depends how it is placed.  

4) building. what is Awwal for building. this is because the foundation comes 

first then the building.  

These are the four things about Al awwwal as per language.  

 

Allah is awwal so He is first without any boundary. He was there from ever since 

before any thing. He is Awwal before anything. Allah is not bouned by even time. 

Allah is awwal but we have fixed conditions unlike Allah. We go on a time. There 

is no fixed time for Allah.  

 

Surah hud Ayah 7  



 

Surah Luqman Ayah 34 



 

This ayah makes us stuck by the information Allah is giving us. How our 

knowledge is so limited about Allah. Allah make you stuck on this knowledge. 

Allah is saying that Arsh was on the water now we are stuck on the knowledge 

about Allah. This is to believe that Allah is AL Awwal because He wants our 

knowledge to be stuck about Him because He is the first one. We cannot get 

these ayahs quickly. Our knowledge after sidratul muntaha is stuck. Allah is Al 

Awwal for our knowledge. Before any one Allah knows the answers. Sometimes 

you notice how this happens, then we need to tell ourseleves that Allah is AL 

Awwal.  

When Allah does not mentions us the chain or origin of everything then there is a 

hikmah of Allah. Sometimes we get things without even understanding.  

You say to Allah that solve this for us and don’t get stuck. Allah is the all knower. 

Allah is knowledgeable and He knows that we don’t know. He knows what will 

happen and what has happened and what is happening. Knowledge of Allah is 

surrounded and He knows. He knows that’s why he provides us and gives us rizq. 

All favors and guidance is based on His knowledge. These 4 names are connected     

to His knowledge.  



He is awwal in everything that He does and that is starting from His knowledge. 

He knows who requires how much of rizq. You should not be proud of your 

knowledge. Ism Allah Al Awwal and Its connected to so many other names 

especially the knowledge of Allah.  

 

Surah luqman and surah hud has made us struck with His knowledge and Allah 

knew about us even before everything 

Surh naml Ayah 65 

 

Allah is challenging the people tell me where is the kitaba nd knowledge. Allah is 

Awwal and nothing before Him.  

Ayah tul kursi.  

We learn that Allah has knowledge of everything. He has knowledge of 

everything. No one encompasses the knowledge like Allah. Allah is Awwal and 

nothing comes before Him. The first ayah revealed on Nabi sallelaho alehe 

wassalam is to read. Allah is Awwal in Knowledge and this is the first command 

for us to gain knowledge. the qiraat and reading is the knowledge that we are 

supposed to follow and live by it.  

 



 

 


